καρέκλες: Bart Mennink & Brice Minaud (BM²)

Athens, Greece (virtual)
Rump instructions

1. Get ready before your talk.
Rump instructions

2. Don’t use copyrighted material!
Rump instructions

2. Don’t use copyrighted material!

Alice
Rump instructions

2. Don’t use copyrighted material!
Rump instructions

3. Respect the time limit!

Dissuasive action will be taken.
Quiz!

If you get bored during one of the serious talks, you may try your hand at this quiz:

http://shorturl.at/muAW8

Link also in chat.
Quiz!

If you get bored during one of the serious talks, you may try your hand at this quiz:

http://shorturl.at/muAW8

Link also in chat.
Prizes!

Highly competitive.
Highest Quiz Scorer

Cryptographically-grade secure mask!
Best Rump Talk Award

Secure food!
Best Rump Talk Award

Secure food!

Encrypted inside state-of-the-art secure device.

Do not attempt to eat homomorphically.
Have fun!

Program is online:
https://fse.iacr.org/2020/rumpsession.php

Next up:
Program Chair Report